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Justice
2009-09-24

is killing sometimes morally required is the free market fair it is sometimes wrong to tell the truth what is justice and what does it mean
these and other questions are at the heart of michael sandel s justice considering the role of justice in our society and our lives he
reveals how an understanding of philosophy can help to make sense of politics religion morality and our own convictions breaking down
hotly contested issues from abortion euthanasia and same sex marriage to patriotism dissent and affirmative action sandel shows how
the biggest questions in our civiv life can be broken down and illuminated through reasoned debate justice promises to take readers of
all ages and political persuasions on an exhilarating journey to confront controversies in a fresh and enlightening way

Justice
2010-08-17

examines the meaning of justice in a variety of situations and asks the reader to morally and politically reflect on each topic

Justice
2007-09-27

moreover sandel s organization of the readings and his own commentaries allow readers to engage with a variety of pressing
contemporary issues

Justice
2009-09-15

a renowned harvard professor s brilliant sweeping inspiring account of the role of justice in our society and of the moral dilemmas we
face as citizens what are our obligations to others as people in a free society should government tax the rich to help the poor is the free
market fair is it sometimes wrong to tell the truth is killing sometimes morally required is it possible or desirable to legislate morality do
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individual rights and the common good conflict michael j sandel s justice course is one of the most popular and influential at harvard up
to a thousand students pack the campus theater to hear sandel relate the big questions of political philosophy to the most vexing issues
of the day and this fall public television will air a series based on the course justice offers readers the same exhilarating journey that
captivates harvard students this book is a searching lyrical exploration of the meaning of justice one that invites readers of all political
persuasions to consider familiar controversies in fresh and illuminating ways affirmative action same sex marriage physician assisted
suicide abortion national service patriotism and dissent the moral limits of markets sandel dramatizes the challenge of thinking through
these con icts and shows how a surer grasp of philosophy can help us make sense of politics morality and our own convictions as well
justice is lively thought provoking and wise an essential new addition to the small shelf of books that speak convincingly to the hard
questions of our civic life

What Money Can't Buy
2012-04-24

should we pay children to read books or to get good grades should we allow corporations to pay for the right to pollute the atmosphere is
it ethical to pay people to test risky new drugs or to donate their organs what about hiring mercenaries to fight our wars auctioning
admission to elite universities selling citizenship to immigrants willing to pay in what money can t buy michael j sandel takes on one of
the biggest ethical questions of our time is there something wrong with a world in which everything is for sale if so how can we prevent
market values from reaching into spheres of life where they don t belong what are the moral limits of markets in recent decades market
values have crowded out nonmarket norms in almost every aspect of life medicine education government law art sports even family life
and personal relations without quite realizing it sandel argues we have drifted from having a market economy to being a market society
is this where we want to be in his new york times bestseller justice sandel showed himself to be a master at illuminating with clarity and
verve the hard moral questions we confront in our everyday lives now in what money can t buy he provokes an essential discussion that
we in our market driven age need to have what is the proper role of markets in a democratic society and how can we protect the moral
and civic goods that markets don t honor and that money can t buy

Encountering China
2018-01-08

in michael sandel the chinese have found a guide through the ethical dilemmas created by their swift embrace of a market economy one
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whose communitarian ideas resonate with china s own rich ancient philosophical traditions this volume explores the connections and
tensions revealed in this unlikely episode of chinese engagement with the west

Rough Justice
2004

investigates the pervasive and persistent commitment to rough justice that characterized rural and working class areas of most of the
united states in the late nineteenth century this work examines the influence of race gender and class on understandings of criminal
justice and shows how they varied across regions

Justice
2016-04-01

quel travail mérite salaire un gouvernement devrait il être moralement neutre qu est ce que la liberté sommes nous propriétaires de
nous mêmes le patriotisme est il une vertu michael j sandel excelle dans l art d aborder sous un angle éthique les questions politiques les
plus complexes en les ramenant à des enjeux dont chacun peut aisément se saisir michael j sandel est professeur de philosophie politique
à l université de harvard il compte parmi les personnalités américaines les plus influentes et les plus populaires une légende des salles
de conférences le maître des grandes questions the guardian brillante accessible et profondément humaine une lecture dont on sort
transformé publishers weekly

Social Justice and Social Work
2013-03-26

social justice and social work rediscovering a core value of the profession introduces and connects social justice to the core values of
social work across the curriculum this unique and timely book edited by michael j austin presents the history and philosophy that
supports social justice and ties it to ethical concepts that will help readers understand social justice as a core social work value the book
further conveys the importance of amplifying client voice explores organization based advocacy and describes how an understanding of
social justice can inform practice and outlines implications for education and practice
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Public Philosophy
2006-10-31

in this book michael sandel takes up some of the hotly contested moral and political issues of our time including affirmative action
assisted suicide abortion gay rights stem cell research the meaning of toleration and civility the gap between rich and poor the role of
markets and the place of religion in public life he argues that the most prominent ideals in our political life individual rights and freedom
of choice do not by themselves provide an adequate ethic for a democratic society sandel calls for a politics that gives greater emphasis
to citizenship community and civic virtue and that grapples more directly with questions of the good life liberals often worry that inviting
moral and religious argument into the public sphere runs the risk of intolerance and coercion these essays respond to that concern by
showing that substantive moral discourse is not at odds with progressive public purposes and that a pluralist society need not shrink
from engaging the moral and religious convictions that its citizens bring to public life

Holocaust Justice
2005-04-01

the first book to tell the complete story of the american attempt at restitution for victims of the holocaust the holocaust was not only the
greatest murder in history it was also the greatest theft historians estimate that the nazis stole roughly 230 billion to 320 billion in assets
figured in today s dollars from the jews of europe since the revelations concerning the wartime activities of the swiss banks first broke in
the late 1990s an ever widening circle of complicity and wrongdoing against jews and other victims has emerged in the course of
lawsuits waged by american lawyers these suits involved german corporations french and austrian banks european insurance companies
and double thefts of art first by the nazis and then by museums and private collectors refusing to give them up all of these injustices
have come to light thanks to the american legal system holocaust justice is the first book to tell the complete story of the legal campaign
conducted mainly on american soil to address these injustices michael bazyler a legal scholar specializing in human rights and
international law takes an in depth look at the series of lawsuits that gave rise to a coherent campaign to right historical wrongs
diplomacy individual pleas for justice by holocaust survivors and various jewish organizations for the last fifty years and even suits in
foreign courts had not worked it was only with the intervention of the american courts that elderly holocaust survivors and millions of
other wartime victims throughout the world were awarded compensation and equally important acknowledgment of the crimes
committed against them the unique features of the american system of justice which allowed it to handle claims that originated over fifty
years ago and in another part of the world made it the only forum in the world where holocaust claims could be heard without the
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lawsuits brought by american lawyers bazyler asserts the claims of the elderly survivors and their heirs would continue to be ignored for
the first time in history european and even american corporations are now being forced to pay restitution for war crimes totaling billions
of dollars to holocaust survivors and other victims bazyler deftly tells the unfolding stories the swiss banks attempt to hide dormant bank
accounts belonging to holocaust survivors or heirs of those who perished in the war german private companies that used slave laborers
during world war ii including american subsidiaries in germany italian swiss and german insurance companies that refused to pay on
prewar policies and the legal wrangle going on today in american courts over art looted by the nazis in wartime europe he describes
both the human and legal dramas involved in the struggle for restitution bringing the often forgotten voices of holocaust survivors to the
forefront he also addresses the controversial legal and moral issues over holocaust restitution and the ethical debates over the
distribution of funds with an eye to the future bazyler discusses the enduring legacy of holocaust restitution litigation which is already
being used as a model for obtaining justice for historical wrongs on both the domestic and international stage

The Roots of Rough Justice
2011-04-01

in this deeply researched prequel to his 2006 study rough justice lynching and american society 1874 1947 michael j pfeifer analyzes the
foundations of lynching in american social history scrutinizing the vigilante movements and lynching violence that occurred in the middle
decades of the nineteenth century on the southern midwestern and far western frontiers the roots of rough justice origins of american
lynching offers new insights into collective violence in the pre civil war era pfeifer examines the antecedents of american lynching in an
early modern anglo european folk and legal heritage he addresses the transformation of ideas and practices of social ordering law and
collective violence in the american colonies the early american republic and especially the decades before and immediately after the
american civil war his trenchant and concise analysis anchors the first book to consider the crucial emergence of the practice of lynching
of slaves in antebellum america pfeifer also leads the way in analyzing the history of american lynching in a global context from the early
modern british atlantic to the legal status of collective violence in contemporary latin america and sub saharan africa seamlessly melding
source material with apt historical examples the roots of rough justice tackles the emergence of not only the rhetoric surrounding
lynching but its practice and ideology arguing that the origins of lynching cannot be restricted to any particular region pfeifer shows how
the national and transatlantic context is essential for understanding how whites used mob violence to enforce the racial and class
hierarchies across the united states
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Liberalism and the Limits of Justice
1998-03-28

previous edition published in 1982

The Tyranny of Merit
2020-09-10

a tls guardian and new statesman book of the year 2020 the new bestseller from the acclaimed author of justice and one of the world s
most popular philosophers astute insightful and empathetic a crucial book for this moment tara westover author of educated these are
dangerous times for democracy we live in an age of winners and losers where the odds are stacked in favour of the already fortunate
stalled social mobility and entrenched inequality give the lie to the promise that you can make it if you try and the consequence is a brew
of anger and frustration that has fuelled populist protest with the triumph of brexit and election of donald trump michael j sandel argues
that to overcome the polarized politics of our time we must rethink the attitudes toward success and failure that have accompanied
globalisation and rising inequality sandel highlights the hubris a meritocracy generates among the winners and the harsh judgement it
imposes on those left behind he offers an alternative way of thinking about success more attentive to the role of luck in human affairs
more conducive to an ethic of humility and more hospitable to a politics of the common good

Study Guide
2019-09-20

supersummary a modern alternative to sparknotes and cliffsnotes offers high quality study guides for challenging works of literature this
66 page guide for justice by michael j sandel includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis covering 10 chapters as well as several
more in depth sections of expert written literary analysis featured content includes commentary on major characters 25 important
quotes essay topics and key themes like moral dilemmas surround us and theories of justice do not parallel political divisions
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Liberalism and the Limits of Justice
1982

the magnitude of the burger court has been underestimated by historians when richard nixon ran for president in 1968 impeach earl
warren billboards dotted the landscape especially in the south nixon promised to transform the supreme court and with four
appointments including a new chief justice he did this book tells the story of the supreme court that came in between the liberal warren
court and the conservative rehnquist and roberts courts the seventeen years 1969 to 1986 under chief justice warren burger it is a
period largely written off as a transitional era at the supreme court when according to the common verdict nothing happened how wrong
that judgment is the burger court had vitally important choices to make whether to push school desegregation across district lines how
to respond to the sexual revolution and its new demands for women s equality whether to validate affirmative action on campuses and in
the workplace whether to shift the balance of criminal law back toward the police and prosecutors what the first amendment says about
limits on money in politics the burger court forced a president out of office while at the same time enhancing presidential power it
created a legacy that in many ways continues to shape how we live today written with a keen sense of history and expert use of the
justices personal papers this book sheds new light on an important era in american political and legal history adapted from dust jacket

The Burger Court and the Rise of the Judicial Right
2017-06-06

une situation de disette extrême peut elle justifier le cannibalisme sommes nous propriétaires de nous mêmes une mère porteuse a t elle
le droit de garder l enfant qu elle a mis au monde quel travail mérite quel salaire si michael j sandel professeur de philosophie à harvard
passionne bien au delà des campus c est parce qu il excelle dans l art de ramener les questions politiques les plus complexes à des
enjeux dont chacun peut aisément se saisir en opposant les différentes conceptions de la justice utilitariste libérale communautarienne il
convoque tour à tour aristote hume ou kant à partir de cas concrets parfois drôles et toujours imagés des dilemmes les plus ordinaires
aux grandes questions qui agitent nos sociétés il s agit toujours d interroger les principes d équité de citoyenneté de justice de remettre
en somme la morale au coeur du débat
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Justice
2017-09-13

neither the morality of human rights nor its relation to the law of human rights is well understood in this book michael perry addresses
three large issues there is undeniably a religious ground indeed more than one religious ground for the morality of human rights but is
there a secular ground for the morality of human rights what is the relation between the morality of human rights and the law of human
rights perry here addresses the controversial issues of capital punishment abortion and same sex unions what is the proper role of courts
in a liberal democracy in protecting and therefore in interpreting constitutionally entrenched human rights in considering this question
special attention is paid to the supreme court and how it should rule on issues such as capital punishment and abortion toward a theory
of human rights makes a significant contribution both to human rights studies and to constitutional theory

Toward a Theory of Human Rights
2006-11-13

breakthroughs in genetics present us with a promise and a predicament the promise is that we will soon be able to treat and prevent a
host of debilitating diseases the predicament is that our newfound genetic knowledge may enable us to manipulate our nature to
enhance our genetic traits and those of our children although most people find at least some forms of genetic engineering disquieting it
is not easy to articulate why what is wrong with re engineering our nature the case against perfection explores these and other moral
quandaries connected with the quest to perfect ourselves and our children michael sandel argues that the pursuit of perfection is flawed
for reasons that go beyond safety and fairness the drive to enhance human nature through genetic technologies is objectionable because
it represents a bid for mastery and dominion that fails to appreciate the gifted character of human powers and achievements carrying us
beyond familiar terms of political discourse this book contends that the genetic revolution will change the way philosophers discuss
ethics and will force spiritual questions back onto the political agenda in order to grapple with the ethics of enhancement we need to
confront questions largely lost from view in the modern world since these questions verge on theology modern philosophers and political
theorists tend to shrink from them but our new powers of biotechnology make these questions unavoidable addressing them is the task
of this book by one of america s preeminent moral and political thinkers
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The Case against Perfection
2009-06-30

the words we use to talk about justice have an enormous impact on our everyday lives as the first in depth ethnographic study of
language talking criminal justice examines the speech of moral entrepreneurs to illustrate how our justice language encourages social
control and punishment this book highlights how public discourse leaders from both conservative and liberal sides guide us toward
justice solutions that do not align with our collectively professed value of equal justice for all through their language habits this
contextualized study of our justice language demonstrates the concealment of intentions with clever language use which mask justice
ideologies that differ greatly from our widely espoused justice values by the evidence of our own words talking criminal justice shows
that we consistently permit and encourage the construction of people in ways which attribute motives that elicit and empower social
control and punishment responses and that make punitive public policy options acceptable this book will be of interest to academics
students and professionals concerned with social and criminal justice language rhetoric and critical criminology

Talking Criminal Justice
2013-10-28

featuring contributions by leading canadian and international scholars practitioners and members of the judiciary this multidisciplinary
collection draws on scholarship in the fields of law social science and public policy there is a particular emphasis on family law consumer
law and employment law as these are the areas where research has indicated that unmet legal needs are highest

Middle Income Access to Justice
2012-01-01

justice what s the right thing to do by michael j sandel book summary abbey beathan disclaimer this is not the original book a unique
education in thinking through complicated issues we face in public life today justice was initially a harvard course but due to its
popularity as one of the most highly attended in harvard s history sandel decided to give us a book where all the wisdom he imparted on
the course could be given by this medium as well addressing a series of alternative theories of justice justice comes forth as an intricate
and amusing philosophy book that talks about complicated topics and philosophical visions and break them down in a simple manner so
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anyone can easily read it note this summary is wholly written and published by abbey beathan it is not affiliated with the original author
in any way self knowledge is like lost innocence however unsettling you find it it can be unthought or unknown michael j sandel justice
comes forth as philosophical journey of the best kind surfing through theories from world class philosophers like aristotle immanuel kant
robert nozick and many more with this book you ll have at your disposals the most accepted theories of justice and they will be made
easy to digest for anybody disregarding their knowledge on the topic the most valuable thing about this book is that it saves you
thousands of hours you could have spent reading about those theories and have them all served to you in a silver platter by sandel take a
philosophy course with one of the most recognized teachers on the subject p s justice is an extremely informative book that gives you a
rundown of a lot of philosophical theories and sandel s take on them p p s it was albert einstein who famously said that once you stop
learning you start dying it was bill gates who said that he would want the ability to read faster if he could only have one superpower in
this world abbey beathan s mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books through our summaries our vision is to
make reading non fiction fun dynamic and captivating ready to be a part of our vision mission scroll up now and click on the buy now
with 1 click button to get your copy why abbey beathan s summaries how can abbey beathan serve you amazing refresher if you ve read
the original book before priceless checklist in case you missed out any crucial lessons details perfect choice if you re interested in the
original book but never read it before disclaimer once again this book is meant for a great companionship of the original book or to
simply get the gist of the original book one of the greatest and most powerful gift in life is the gift of knowledge the way of success is the
way of continuous pursuit of knowledge abbey beathan

Summary of Justice
2019-06-10

toward what justice brings together compelling ideas from a wide range of intellectual traditions in education to discuss corresponding
and sometimes competing definitions of justice leading scholars articulate new ideas and challenge entrenched views of what justice
means when considered from the perspectives of diverse communities their chapters written boldly and pressing directly into the
difficult and even strained questions of justice reflect on the contingencies and incongruences at work when considering what justice
wants and requires at its heart toward what justice is a book about justice projects and the incommensurable investments that social
justice projects can make it is a must have volume for scholars and students working at the intersection of education and indigenous
studies critical disability studies climate change research queer studies and more
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Toward What Justice?
2018-02-01

this is the first biography of david j brewer an associate justice of the united states supreme court from 1889 to 1910 prior to rising to
the nation s highest tribunal brewer served as a county probate judge a state district judge a kansas state supreme court justice and a
federal circuit court judge he was known not only for his long tenure on the supreme court but also for his numerous off the bench
statements as an orator and writer many of brewer s judicial opinions and nonjudicial utterances created controversy particularly when
he confronted the reform issues of his day the court then presided over by chief justice melville w fuller has been seen as reactionary
determined to infuse the law with social darwinism and laissez faire ideology yet contrary to this assessment of the fuller court as a
whole brewer accepted most of his generation s reform goals he championed many forms of social legislation the regulation of business
the rights of women and minorities the support of charities educational reform and world peace michael j brodhead contends that until
recently historians have carelessly and inaccurately created a false image of brewer partly by citing a small sample of his opinions and
public statements as representative of his alleged conservatism they have also assumed that the disputable decisions of brewer and his
contemporaries were based on ideological predilections and that precedent and recognized legal principles played no role during his
term brewer was the author of such notable court opinions as in re debs muller v oregon and kansas v colorado he supported property
rights admired honest entrepreneurial activity and opposed the concentration of power in any form brewer favored the individual in all
instances whether that individual was the initiator of a great economic enterprise or a farmer struggling to extend agriculture into the
western plains

David J. Brewer
1994

though the revised edition of a theory of justice published in 1999 is the definitive statement of rawls s view so much of the extensive
literature on rawls s theory refers to the first edition this reissue makes the first edition once again available for scholars and serious
students of rawls s work
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A Theory of Justice
2009-06-30

key contemporary discussions of distributive justice have formulated egalitarian approaches in terms of responsibility but this approach
hurley contends has ignored the way our understanding of responsibility constrains the roles it can actually play within distributive
justice

Justice, Luck, and Knowledge
2003

2020 finalist for book of the year award north american society of social and political philosophy nassp this book examines the
philosophical motivational and practical challenges of education theory policy and practice in the twenty first century there is a loud and
persistent drum beat of support for schools for citizenship for diversity and inclusion and increasingly for labor market readiness with
very little critical attention to the assumptions underlying these agendas let alone to their many internal contradictions merry does not
neglect the historical comparative international context so essential to better understanding where we are as well as what is attainable
in terms of educational justice he argues that we must constructively critique some of our most cherished beliefs about education if we
are to save the hope of real justice from the rhetoric of imagined justice

Educational Justice
2019-12-20

presents an analysis of what justice is the transcendental theory of justice and its drawbacks and a persuasive argument for a
comparative perspective on justice that can guide us in the choice between alternatives

The Idea of Justice
2009
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norman j finkel explores the relationship between the law on the books as set down in the constitution and developed in cases and
decisions and what he calls commonsense justice the ordinary citizen s notions of what is just and fair

Black and Blue
2018-10

the essays in this volume are the result of a project on values in tort law directed by the westminster institute for ethics and human
values we are indebted to the board of westminster col lege for its financial support the project involved two meetings of a mixed group
of lawyers and philosophers to discuss drafts of papers and general issues in tort law beyond the principal researchers whose papers
appear here we are grateful to john bargo dick bronaugh craig brown earl cherniak bruce feldthusen barry hoffmaster and steve sharzer
for their helpful discussion and to nancy margolis for copy editing all of these papers except one have appeared before in the journal law
and philosophy vol 1 no 3 december 1982 and vol 2 no 1 apri11983 chapman s paper which was previously published in the university of
western ontario law review vol 20 no 1 1982 appears here with permission westminster institute for ethics and human values m d b
westminster college london canada b c vii introduction the law of torts is society s primary mechanism for resolving disputes arising from
personal injury and property damage

Commonsense Justice
2009-06-30

reason and value collects fifteen brand new papers by leading contemporary philosophers on themes from the moral philosophy of joseph
raz the subtlety and power of raz s reflections on ethical topics including especially his explorations of the connections between practical
reason and the theory of value make his writings a fertile source for anyone working in this area the volume honours raz s
accomplishments in the area of ethical theorizing and will contribute toan enhanced appreciation of the significance of his work for the
subject

Justice, Rights, and Tort Law
1983-08-31
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how did we get to where we are john cassidy shows that the roots of our most recent financial failure lie not with individuals but with an
idea the idea that markets are inherently rational he gives us the big picture behind the financial headlines tracing the rise and fall of
free market ideology from adam smith to milton friedman and alan greenspan full of wit sense and above all a deeper understanding how
markets fail argues for the end of utopian economics and the beginning of a pragmatic reality based way of thinking a very good history
of economic thought economist how markets fail offers a brilliant intellectual framework fine work new york times an essential grittily
intellectual yet compelling guide to the financial debacle of 2009 geordie greig evening standard a powerful argument cassidy makes a
compelling case that a return to hands off economics would be a disaster businessweek this book is a well constructed thoughtful and
cogent account of how capitalism evolved to its current form telegraph books of the year recommendation john cassidy describe s that
mix of insight and madness that brought the world s system to its knees ft book of the year recommendation anyone who enjoys a good
read can safely embark on this tour with cassidy as their guide like his colleague malcolm gladwell at the new yorker cassidy is able to
lead us with beguiling lucidity through unfamiliar territory new statesman john cassidy has covered economics and finance at the new
yorker magazine since 1995 writing on topics ranging from alan greenspan to the iraqi oil industry and english journalism he is also now
a contributing editor at portfolio where he writes the monthly economics column two of his articles have been nominated for national
magazine awards an essay on karl marx which appeared in october 1997 and an account of the death of the british weapons scientist
david kelly which was published in december 2003 he has previously written for sunday times in as well as the new york post where he
edited the business section and then served as the deputy editor in 2002 cassidy published his first book dot con he lives in new york

Reason and Value:Themes from the Moral Philosophy of Joseph Raz
2004-03-04

justice is a human virtue that is at once unconditional and conditional under favorable circumstances we can be motivated to act justly
by the belief that we must live up to what justice requires irrespective of whether we benefit from doing so but our will to act justly is
subject to conditions we find it difficult to exercise the virtue of justice when others regularly fail to even if we appear to have overcome
the difficulty our reluctance often betrays itself in certain moral emotions in this book jiwei ci explores the dual nature of justice in an
attempt to make unitary sense of key features of justice reflected in its close relation to resentment punishment and forgiveness rather
than pursue a search for normative principles he probes the human psychology of justice to understand what motivates moral agents
who seek to behave justly and why their desire to be just is as precarious as it is uplifting a wide ranging treatment of enduring
questions the two faces of justice can also be read as a remarkably discerning contribution to the western discourse on justice re
launched in our time by john rawls
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How Markets Fail
2013-01-31

on american democracy

The Two Faces of Justice
2006-05-15

legal thinkers typically justify contract law on the basis of economics or promissory morality but peter benson takes another approach he
argues that contract is best explained as a transfer of rights governed by a conception of justice the result is a comprehensive theory of
contract law congruent with rawlsian liberalism

Democracy’s Discontent
1998-02-06

we live today in an interconnected world in which ordinary people can became instant online celebrities to fans thousands of miles away
in which religious leaders can influence millions globally in which humans are altering the climate and environment and in which
complex social forces intersect across continents this is globalization in the fifth edition of his bestselling very short introduction
manfred b steger considers the major dimensions of globalization economic political cultural ideological and ecological he looks at its
causes and effects and engages with the hotly contested question of whether globalization is ultimately a good or a bad thing from
climate change to the ebola virus donald trump to twitter trade wars to china s growing global profile steger explores today s
unprecedented levels of planetary integration as well as the recent challenges posed by resurgent national populism about the series the
very short introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable
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Justice in Transactions
2019-12-03

here in a grand narrative spanning 1 800 years of european history a distinguished political philosopher firmly rejects western liberalism
s usual account of itself its emergence in opposition to religion in the early modern era larry siedentop argues instead that liberal
thought is in its underlying assumptions the offspring of the church

Globalization: A Very Short Introduction
2020-05-28

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when
congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates
and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional
globe 1833 1873
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